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Abstract After Fukushima nuclear power plant accident, resilience engineering
has emerged as a new paradigm of risk management, and the design of resilient
energy system is getting more and more important. Energy model analysis based on
mathematical programming contributes to discussing how to implement resilience
into energy system by identifying quantitative suggestions. In this paper, as an
example of such analysis, the authors try to derive possible appropriate measures to
enhance electricity supply system resilience to successive nuclear power plants’
shut-down risk. The model developed in this paper is a dynamic power generation
planning model, which considers nuclear power plants’ shut-down risk stochasti-
cally and identifies resilient capacity expansion in Japan from 2012 to 2030 under
the uncertainty of the risk from a quantitative perspective. This resilient capacity
expansion includes the necessity of alternative power resources and demand
response compensating for supply capacity loss due to nuclear power plants’
shut-down, considering economic constraints. Simulation results successfully show
the need for these measures in the capacity expansion. Importantly, the suggestion
is not like a future prediction but a normative image of the system through the
comprehensive incorporation of forecasted future parameters and scenarios. The
more detailed the parameters and the scenarios are, the better image can be
obtained. Learning from past accidents and updating our scientific knowledge base
will detail the parameters and the scenarios and make energy model analysis very
effective. It will tell us how to make resilient energy system.
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1 Introduction

Fukushima nuclear power plant accident has highlighted insufficient preparedness
for unexpected events in many systems. Electricity supply system is one of them.
By the shut-down of nuclear power plants and thermal plants in Kanto region and
Tohoku region, rolling blackout was taken place to compensate for supply capacity
shortage, which was the first time in Japan after the World War II. In addition, the
Japanese government issued the restriction of electricity use against the large-lot
electricity users in summer 2012 for the same reason. These policies and voluntary
demand side management prevent massive blackout, but Japanese society had
suffered heavy social and economic damages. Therefore, in the future power gen-
eration planning, preparation for power plants’ successive shut-down should be
considered so that social and economic damages caused by the shut-down will be
the smallest. That is to say, implementation of seismic resilience into electricity
supply system is necessary.

Resilience in this context refers to the adaptive capacity of a system to absorb
changes and to maintain its functionality. From a quantitative perspective, resilience
can be enhanced by the following three measures: “Reduces failure probability,”
“Reduced consequences from failures,” and “Reduces time to recovery.”
Furthermore, enhancement measures of seismic resilience can be classified
according to the following four properties [1]:

• Robustness: strength, or the ability of elements, systems, and other units of
analysis to withstand a given level of stress or demand without suffering
degradation or loss of function

• Redundancy: the extent to which elements, systems or other units of analysis
exit that are substitutable, i.e., capable of satisfying functional requirements in
the event of disruption, degradation, or loss of functionality

• Resourcefulness: the capacity to identify problems, establish priorities, and
mobilize resources when conditions exit that threaten to disrupt some element,
system, or other unit of analysis; resourcefulness can be further conceptualized
as consisting of the ability to apply material (i.e., monetary, physical, techno-
logical, and informational) and human resources to meet established priorities
and achieve goals

• Rapidity: the capacity to meet priorities and achieve goals in a timely manner in
order to contain losses and avoid future disruption

Hence, seismic resilience enhancement measures in electricity supply system can
be presented in accordance with these four properties. For example, robustness in
electricity supply system can be enhanced by improving power plants’ earthquake
resistant capacity. Alternative power resources enhance redundancy. Demand side
management enhances resourcefulness. Then, restoration plans enhance rapidity. Of
course, it must be noted that these example are illustrative only. Many other
researches which contribute the enhancement of seismic resilience also are classi-
fied into the four properties. The classification gives systematic understanding
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of the way various research activities contribute the enhancement of seismic resi-
lience. And then, by measuring the four properties quantitatively, comprehensive
coordination of those researches can be achieved.

Energy model analysis using mathematical programming is an effective tool
measuring 4Rs (robustness, redundancy, resourcefulness, and rapidity) quantita-
tively. Then, in this paper, the authors try to present quantitative analytical
framework to discuss possible appropriate measures to implement seismic resilience
into electricity supply system, using simple energy model analysis. The energy
model used in this paper is a dynamic power generation planning model, which
incorporates the modelling of some measures in accordance with 4Rs and assesses
optimal capacity expansion strategy under successive nuclear power plants’
shut-down risk. It must be understood that the output of the energy model analysis
should not be like the future prediction. Its major concern is not to forecast a likely
future image of the energy system, but rather to derive a normative future image of
the system through the comprehensive incorporation of forecasted future parameters
and scenarios. The goal of this paper is to stimulate discussions about seismic
resilience enhancement by the normative image obtained through energy model
analysis and present its usefulness in that it can provide quantitative suggestions.

2 Dynamic Power Generation Planning Model

2.1 Mathematical Formulation

The dynamic power generation planning model mathematically expresses nuclear
power plants’ shut-down risk as yearly stochastic transitions of nuclear power
plants availability, and identifies the optimal capacity expansion strategy under the
uncertainty of the risk. This strategy is denoted by stochastic dynamic programming
[Eqs. (1) and (2)] and minimizes the expected total system cost necessary from y to
the expiration of an analytical period. This formulation highlights that it can con-
sider the uncertainty of both nuclear power plants’ shut-down and recovery from
their disruptions, so it can express the preparation for risk and adaptive methods to
disruptions, which corresponds to redundancy and resourcefulness of the system.

As an analytical period, this paper assumes form 2012 to 2030, and power plants
considered are thermal power (coal, LNG steam turbine (ST), LNG combined cycle
(CC) and oil), nuclear power, hydro power including pumped type, and stationary
sodium-sulfur battery. Exogenous variables about them are based on [2], and fuel
price is set based on [3]. Concerning the installed capacity of coal-fired power
plants, LNG ST power plants, oil power plants, nuclear power plants and hydro
power plants, the maximum upper limit is assigned due to political, geographical or
some other reasons. Regional scope is the whole region of Japan and the electricity
market is assumed as a monopoly market. Annual power demand is expressed by
four representative load curves of each season in 2012, and it does not change until
2030. Problem formulation is described as follows.
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Endogenous variables:

Vy Ky; iy
� �

expected total system cost ($)

Cy Ky; i; dKy
� �

yearly system cost incurred in year y ($/year)
Ky capacity mix of power plants and power storage facilities (GW)
Kpy;p capacity of p-th type of power plant in year y (GW)
dKpy;p newly constructed capacity of p-th type of power plant in year

y (GW)
Xp;t;d;y output of p-th type of power plant in day d at time t and year

y (GW)
Ks1y;s kW capacity of s-th type of power storage facility in year y (GW)
Ks2y;s kWh capacity of s-th type of power storage facility in year y (GWh)
dKs1y;s newly constructed kW capacity of s-th type of power storage

facility in year y (GW)
dKs2y;s newly constructed kWh capacity of s-th type of power storage

facility in year y (GWh)
Chas;d;t;y input of s-th type of power storage facility in day d at time t and

year y (GW)
Diss;d;t;y output of s-th type of power storage facility in day d at time t and

year y (GW)
Sss;d;t;y stored energy of s-th type of power storage facility in day d at time

t and year y (GWh)
Saved;t;y electricity demand saving in day d at time t and year y (GWh).

where p 2 {1: Nuclear, 2: Coal, 3: LNG CC, 4: LNG ST, 5: Oil, 6: Hydro}, s 2 {1:
Pumped hydro, 2: NAS battery}, d 2 {1, 2, …, 4}, t 2 {1, 2,…, 24}, y 2 {0, 1, …,
18}, iy: state of nuclear power plants availability in year y (iy = {0: nuclear power
unavailable, 1: nuclear available}).

2.1.1 Objective Function

Objective function is the discounted total cost considering all the possible yearly
state-transitions about iy from 2012 to 2030, which corresponds to V0 K0; i0ð Þ in
Eq. (1). Discount rate in this paper is assumed as 3%. As the initial state in dynamic
programming, the existing capacity in 2012 is given and nuclear power plants are
assume to be available [Eq. (4)].

Vy Ky; iy
� � ¼ min

dKy

Cy Ky; iy; dKy
� �þ exp �cð Þ

X1
iyþ 1¼0

P iy ! iyþ 1
� �

Vyþ 1 Kyþ 1; iyþ 1
� �8<

:
9=
;

ð1Þ

V19 K19; i19ð Þ ¼ 0 ð2Þ
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Kyþ 1 ¼ Ky þ dKy þ decy ð3Þ

K0; i0ð Þ ¼ kini; 1ð Þ ð4Þ

Ky ¼ Kpy;1;Kpy;2; . . .;Kpy;6;Ks1y;1;Ks1y;2;Ks2y;1;Ks2y;2
� � ð5Þ

where, decy: decommission capacity, kini: existing capacity in 2012, c: discount
rate, P �ð Þ: state transition probability

Cy Ky; iy; dKy
� � ¼X6

p¼1

gp � pfp � dKpy;p þ 365
4

X4
d¼1

X24
t¼1

pvp;y � Xp;t;d;y

 !

þ
X2
s¼1

CSs;y þ 365
4

X4
d¼1

X24
t¼1

Csaved;t;y

ð6Þ

CSs;y ¼ gs1s � pfs1s � dKs1s þ gs2s � pfs2s � dKs2s þ pfs3s;y � TChas;y
cycles

ð7Þ

TChas;y ¼ 365
4

X4
d¼1

X24
t¼1

Chas;d;t;y ð8Þ

where gp: annual fixed charge rate of p-th type of power plant (capital recovery
factor), pfp: unit fixed cost of p-th type of power plant ($/kW), pvp;y: unit variable
cost of p-th type of power plant ($/kWh), CSs;y: annual cost of s-th type of power
storage facility, gs1s: annual fixed charge rate for power component of s-th type of
power storage facility, pfs1s: unit fixed cost for power component of s-th type of
power storage facility (cost for kW capacity, $/kW), gs2s: annual fixed charge rate
for energy component of s-th type of power storage facility, pfs2s: unit fixed
cost for energy component of s-th type of power storage facility (cost for kWh
capacity, $/kWh), pfs3s;y: unit fixed cost for consumable material of s-th type
of power storage facility($/kWh), cycles;y: maximum recharge times of s-th type of
power storage facility, TChas;y: annual total charged electricity of s-th type of
power storage facility(kWh/year).

The fourth item in right hand side of Eq. (6) is demand saving cost, which is
mathematically modelled as the penalty cost incurred by economic loss based on
[4]. This paper assumes typical demand curves (Fig. 1) where reference price is P0

and reference demand power load in day d at time t and year y is loadd;t;y.
According to this curve, the promotion of energy saving from reference point cause
the escalation of electricity price, and eventually, the integral of the demand curve
from reference demand loadd;t;y to curtailed demand loadd;t;y minus Saved;t;y cor-
responds to the penalty cost, which is formulated in Eq. (9) or (10). Variable
Saved;t;y is endogenously determined through cost minimization considering the
cost competitiveness towards the capacity expansion cost. This modelling methods
of supply shortage depends on reference price P0 and price elasticity. In this paper,
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P0 is assumed as the shadow price of electricity demand in dynamic power gen-
eration planning model that does not consider the nuclear power plants’ shut-down
risk, and price elasticity is assumed as 0.1%. From systemic view, the modelling of
demand saving corresponds to that of resourcefulness.

Csaved;t;y ¼ ZSaved;t;y

0

P Rð ÞdR ¼ ZSaved;t;y

0

P0 � loadd;t;y � R
loadd;t;y

� ��1
b

dR

¼ b
1� b

� loadd;t;y � P0 � loadd;t;y � Saved;t;y
loadd;t;y

� �b�1
b

�1

( )
b 6¼ 1ð Þ

ð9Þ

Csaved;t;y ¼ ZSaved;t;y

0

P Rð ÞdR ¼ ZSaved;t;y

0

P0 � loadd;t;y � R
loadd;t;y

� ��1
b

dR

¼ loadd;t;y � P0 � log loadd;t;y � Saved;t;y
loadd;t;y

� �
b ¼ 1ð Þ

ð10Þ

where b: price elasticity, P0: reference price, loadd;t;y. power demand in day d at
time t and year y (GWh).

2.1.2 Constraints

The dynamic power generation planning model minimizes total expected cost under
various technical constraints employing linear programming technique. The con-
straints considered in this paper are based on [2], and formulated as follows:

Pr

Dem

Fig. 1 Electricity demand
curve and energy saving
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(a) Available capacity constraint of the plants

Xp;t;d;y � avpd;p iy
� �� Kpy;p ð11Þ

where avpd;p iy
� �

: availability factor of i-th type of power plant.

(b) Power demand and supply balances

X6
p¼1

Xp;t;d;y þ
X2
s¼1

Diss;d;t;y � Chas;d;t;y
� � ¼ loadd;t;y � Saved;t;y ð12Þ

(c) Constraint on installable capacity

Kpy;p �KPmaxy;p ð13Þ

Ks1y;s �KS1maxy;s ð14Þ

Ks2y;s �KS2maxy;s ð15Þ

where KPmaxp: maximum installable capacity of p-th type of power plant in year
y (GW), KS1maxy;s: maximum installable kW capacity of s-th type of power storage
facility in year y (GW), KS2maxy;s: maximum installable kWh capacity of s-th type
of power storage facility in year y (GWh).

(d) Constraint on load following capability of the plants

Xp;tþ 1;d;y �Xp;t;d;y þ increasep � avpd;p iy
� �� Kpy;p ð16Þ

Xp;tþ 1;d;y �Xp;t;d;y � decreasep � avpd;p iy
� �� Kpy;p ð17Þ

where increasep: maximum output increase rate per unit time of p-th type of power
plant, decreasep: maximum output decrease rate per unit time of p-th type of power
plant.

(e) Charge and discharge balances of energy storage technology

Sss;d;tþ 1;y ¼ 1� sdsð Þ � Sss;d;t;y þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
effs

p
� Chas;d;t;y � Diss;d;t;yffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

effs
p

� �
ð18Þ

where sds: self-discharge rate of s-th type of power storage facility, effs: cycle
efficiency of electricity storage of s-th type of power storage facility.
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(f) Available capacity constraint of the battery technology

Chas;d;t;y þDiss;d;t;y � us1s;d � Ks1y;s ð19Þ

Sss;d;t;y � us2s � Ks2y;s ð20Þ

Sss;d;t;y �ms � us1s � Ks1y;s ð21Þ

where us1s: kW availability factor of s-th type of power storage facility, us2s: kWh
availability factor of s-th type of power storage facility, ms: energy storage capacity
per generation capacity of s-th type of power storage facility (kWh/kW).

2.2 Nuclear Power Plants’ Shut-Down Model

In this paper, nuclear power plants’ shut-down risk is mathematically expressed
as yearly stochastic transitions of nuclear power plants availability based on [5].
The methodologies are as follows.

Suppose normal state means nuclear power plants are available and accident
state means unavailable, disruption rate k, the rate of disruption occurrence per time
step, is formulated by the reliability of nuclear power plants availability R
[Eq. (22)]. If disruption rate k is independent from time steps, disruption density
function f yð Þ, which means the rise rate of unreliability 1� R, is denoted by
Eqs. (23) and (24). Mean time between disruptions (MTBD), the expected mean
time nuclear power plants can continue their operation, is obtained [Eq. (25)], and
mean time to recovery (MTTR), the expected mean time nuclear power plants
restart their operation after disruption, is formulated in a similar way through the
definition of recovery rate l. State transition probability between normal state and
accident state, which corresponds to unreliability 1� R, is determined by MTBD
and MTTR. This paper assumes MTBD and MTTR as 30 years and 2 years
respectively. In this model, MTBD and MTTR represents the robustness and the
rapidity of the system.

k ¼ � 1
R
dR
dy

ð22Þ

R ¼ exp �kyð Þ ð23Þ

f yð Þ ¼ d 1� Rð Þ
dy

¼ k exp �kyð Þ ð24Þ

MTBD ¼ Z1

0

yf yð Þdy ¼ 1
k

ð25Þ
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MTTR ¼ 1
l

ð26Þ

P 0 ! 1ð Þ ¼ 1� exp �1=MTTRð Þ ð27Þ

P 1 ! 0ð Þ ¼ 1� exp �1=MTBDð Þ ð28Þ

where k: disruption rate, R: the reliability of nuclear power plants’ availability, f yð Þ:
disruption density function, MTBD: mean time between disruptions (year), MTTR:
mean time to recovery (year).

2.3 Calculation Algorithm

To solve strictly this model formulated using stochastic dynamic programming
needs a lot of computations because of the high dimensionality of Ky, and calcu-
lation is difficult due to computational constraints. This problem is called “the curse
of dimensionality”. Therefore, as an approximate solution method to stochastic
dynamic programming, cutting planes method [6] is adopted in this paper. This
method uses the convexity of Vy Ky; iy

� �
, which characteristic is due to the linear

programming technique employed in Eqs. (1)–(28), and Vy Ky; iy
� �

is approximated
as a set of hyper planes defined at sample points K�

y on the function described in
Fig. 2 and Eq. (29). The approximation allow us to solve this model at each time
step while it is necessary to solve at one time considering all the time steps during
analytical period if you want to solve this model strictly. It achieves a lot of
computational saving, and can successfully address the curse of dimensionality.
The detailed algorithm of cutting planes method is shown in Fig. 3.

Vy Ky; iy
� ��Vy K�

y ; iy
� �

þ
@Vy K�

y ; iy
� �
@Ky

Ky � K�
y

� �
ð29Þ

where K�
y : a sample point defined on Vy Ky; iy

� �
.

Fig. 2 Approximation by cutting planes method
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where n: iteration number, K0
y : initial sample point (arbitrarily set except in case

y ¼ 0), Cy: constraint space in year y, Sy: sample point space in year y, Ky;k: chosen
sample points, SN: sampling number, SN�: maximum sampling number, ~Vyþ 1:
approximated function of Vyþ 1, hy;k: shadow price of equation (*) in step 2-2a.

3 Results and Discussion

The algorithm shown in Fig. 3 allow us to simulate any scenarios by solving the
problem forwardly from y ¼ 0 to y ¼ 18. This paper presents two representative
scenarios. The first scenario (Scenario 1) assumes the shut-down does not happen
during the time period. In the second scenario (Scenario 2), the shut-down happens
in 2026 and it recovers 2028. In addition to the two scenarios, reference case, where
the shut-down risk is zero, is calculated.

Figure 4 shows estimated capacity mix in reference case and Scenario 1. In
scenario 1, the LNG CC capacity is expanded at larger scale. It can be said that the
uncertainty of nuclear power plants’ shut-down encourages to have redundancy in
electricity supply system.

Figure 5 shows the comparison of supply capacity in Scenario 1 and Scenario 2,
and Fig. 6 shows the estimated daily power generation dispatch in summer 2026,

Fig. 3 Cutting planes method algorithm
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when nuclear power plants’ shut-down happens. Immediately after disruption,
demand saving happens at peak time (11:00–18:00), and then, the construction of
alternative power source can been seen in 2027 to compensate for the supply
capacity loss. These policies highlight the resourcefulness of the system to
addresses the nuclear power plants’ shut-down. It should be noted that the con-
struction of alternative power source minimizes the resilient triangle expressed in
Fig. 5 under economic constraints.
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4 Conclusions and Future Works

This paper presents a quantitative analytical framework to assess seismic resilient
enhancement measures in electricity supply system, referring to the four essential
properties; robustness, redundancy, resourcefulness and rapidity. The dynamic
power generation planning model considering nuclear power plants’ shut-down risk
successfully derives possible appropriate measures to enhance resilience of the
system from a quantitative perspective, and gives systemic understanding of the
system’s seismic resilience. Simulation results show that nuclear power plants’
shut-down risk creates a need for redundancy in power generation planning and that
the decrease of electricity supply capacity caused by nuclear power plants’
shut-down can be compensated for by demand saving and construction of alter-
native power source. In other words, it can be compensated for by the system’s
resourcefulness.

As mentioned in introduction, the simulation results highlight a normative image
of the system through the comprehensive incorporation of forecasted future
parameters and scenarios. However, the model developed in this paper is a work in
progress and not simple enough to do so. To get better understanding of seismic
resilience, our future works consists in refining the model and consider such
parameters and scenarios. With respect to the refinement of parameters and sce-
narios, it depends on technical and social researches. For example, MTTR can be
shortened through enhancement of quake-resistance and tsunami protection of
nuclear power plants. It can also shortened through good design of social systems
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where effective decision making is done even under extreme situations, and
effective decontamination actions. The value of MTBD can be assessed more
precisely by geologically-based study. Price elasticity, which determines the
resourcefulness of the system, will be lowered aggressive introduction of emer-
gency power source although cost-effectiveness of their installation should be
considered, of course. Assessment on these policies through energy model analysis
will give the potential contributions and benefits of them. Concerning scenarios
planning and model refinement, the design of systems has a key role. Social
activities in today’s world are supported by highly complex and interdependent
system, and so, risks surrounding us are very systemic. Fukushima nuclear power
plant accident is such a kind of risk. Therefore, targeted system should be com-
prehensive enough to consider their inter-relations although the system considered
in this paper is limited within electricity supply system. In addition, more kinds of
risks should be considered because our challenges to be dealt with now in this
world are not only nuclear usage.

Finally, to address above requirements, the most important seems to learn
effectively from accidents and update our social scientific knowledge base. The
implement of what we have learned into energy model makes it more sophisticated
and the model will tell us how to design resilient systems.
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